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European Industrial Production 1-2
Eurozone: Industrial Production Excluding Construction (January 2006=100)

- Germany (Jan=110.4)
- France (Jan=92.4)
- Italy (Jan=85.9)
- Spain (Jan=80.6)

Source: Haver Analytics.

EURO ZONE: INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

- Greece (sa)* (Jan=83.0)
- Portugal (swda)* (Jan=90.0)
- Ireland (swda) (Jan=154.2)

* Excluding construction.

Source: Haver Analytics.
European Industrial Production

**Figure 3.**
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**Figure 4.**
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- UK (Jan=93.3)  
- Germany (Jan=110.4)  
- France (Jan=92.4)  
- Italy (Jan=85.9)  
- Spain (Jan=80.6)  
- EU-27 (Jan=103.6)

Source: Haver Analytics.
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